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Change is the only permanent in this world. What’s “in” today, may be “out” tomorrow, and so, the use of books. Books nowadays are being eaten by the fast-searching Internet. We start disregarding books because we want “instant”

In the present time, four kinds of books were published by publishers. They were trade books, textbooks, reference books and reprint books.

Trade books include most of the books in the bookstores as novels, stories for children, travel books, religious books, and works on the current events. Textbooks are designed for any grade school or college work. Reference books include encyclopedias, dictionaries, atlases and others. They are often called subscription books because they are often sold on the time-payment plan. Reprints, often in paper bonding, include recent best-selling trade books and some popular books on serious subjects such as philosophy and history.

A man is himself plus the books he reads. Without the love of books, the richest man is poor. You cannot estimate the influence of a good book to a man. Although books are powerful, not all books are worth reading. There are books which are pernicious better not printed and better be thrown in the garbage can.

Before only rich people could afford to buy books but now the books are within the easy reach for everyone. We can even read many books for free if we go to the library and borrow. We can learn almost everything under the sun by reading. People can travel anywhere in the world through books. Books are really our friends and an instrument for making great leaders.
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